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- Nuclear Propulsion Enables and/or Enhances Space Exploration Missions
Enables:
Enhances:
Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP)
Robotic Science Missions
Lunar & Mars Cargo, & Mars
Piloted Space Exploration
USER COORDINATION:
Nuclear Therma ! ProPulsion (NTP)
Mars Piloted
Lunar & Mars Cargo, Lunar Piloted &
Robotic Science Space Exploration
- Exploration Studies Identify Nuclear Propulsion as a Key Technology
- OAET/RZ - Provide Performance Predictions for NASA Studies
- OSSA Study on NEP for Robotic Science Missions
- DOE, DoD & NASA Included on Steering Committee (also Astronaut Office)
TECHNICAL REVIEWS: ......
- Interagency DesignRev!ew Teams will Periodically Review Technical Progress
OVERALL TECHNICAL AND PROGRAMMATIC STATUS:
- High Priority Technology Areas Identified (some efforts initiated)
- Budget Deliberations Continue
- Single Multi Agency Plan Defined for FY92 Implementation
MAJOR TECHNICAL/PROGRAMMATIC ISSUES:
- Agency/Department Roles
- Funding to Initiate Technical Efforts













PARAMETER STATE-OF-THE ART OBJECTIVE
THRUSI"(U_ _" := ......7SK (NERVA) 75K-12SK/Englne
250K (PHOEBUS) m,_ m mma _,_,,_
CHAMBER PRESSURE 450 _- 1000
POWER (MWt) 1100 (NERVA) .2 1,600
4,=00ff'HOEBUS) 1.0
REUSABILITY (No. Mlulonl) 1
CHALLENGE_
• High Temperature Fuel and Materials
• Hot Hydrogen Environment
• Test Facilities
• Safety




• Short Transit Time Missionsare Enabled
• Reduced IMLEO (-- 1/2 of Chemical)
• Crew Safety Enhanced
• Wider Launch Windows
• Mere Mars Opportunities
• Htgh Thrust Available



























• Long Operational Lifetime
• High Temperature Reactors,Turbines, Radiators
• High Fuel Burn.up Reactor Fuels, Designs
• Efficient, High Temperature Power Conditioning
• High Efficiency, Long Life Thrusters
• Safety

















MPO ION _ MPO
1000-5000 2000-9000 1000-7000
0.3 0.7-0.8 _.0.S
0.01-0.S 1 - 2 1- $





• Low Resupply Mass
• Availability of Onboard Power
• Reduced IMLEO Sensitivity w/Mission
Opportunity
• Broad Launch Windows
• Commonality with Surface Nuclear Power






[ Nuclear Thermal Propulsion I
Programmatic
Develop propulsiontechnologies capable of futfilling
requirements, such as performance, long lile, and
multiple starts, forfuture piloted and cargo missionsto
Mars and the Moon, and robotic precursor missions.
Technical
Fuel Temperature 2700- 3100K (1995)
Fuel Lifetime 4.5 hrs (cyclic)
Man-Rated Autonomous RoboticOperation









* DOE currenlestimate for both NTP & NEP
*" NASA dollars do not indude CoF
SCHEDULE
1992 Lab-Scale Demonstration of 2700K reactor fuel
1994 Complete conceptual designs of selected concepts for
piloted Mars mission
1996 Nuclear Fumace Facility Complete
1998 Select NTR Concept(s) Ior Systems Testing
1999 Systems Facility Construction Complete
2002 First NTR Reactor Test Complete
2006 FullSystem Ground Testing Complete Verifying






















NUCLEAR THERMAl., PROPULSION ROADMAP/SCHEDULE
,- -I,-I-I-I-I,-I,-I-I =1=1-I =1-I-
$5.3 I 13.0 I 22,0 I 39.0 I 50.3 83.0M (_q3ocsNotlncludeCoF). NASA
$1_'.01_5._ 1--95--01_4_0 _90--0 210.0 M (Includes Both NTP & NEP) DOE
Programblanagemenl/PublicAoceplarce
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Develop propulsion technologies capable of fulfilling
requirements, such as performance, long life,and
multiple starts, for future piloted and cargo missions to
Mars and the Moon, and robotic precursor missions.
Technical
Power > 10MWe
Specific Mass < t0kg/Y.we by 2006
< 5 kg/kwe by TBD
lifetime 3-10 years
I
Nuclear Electric Propulsion I
SCHEDULE ........
1993 Complete 500 kW electric propulsiontesting facility and
designs for high power (MW dass) electric thrusters
1994 Complete candidate systems study for reactor power
source, power conversion, power processing, thruster
and control concepts
1997 Complete breadboard demo of megawatt class electric
thruster techno_ngy
2000 Verify 1000 hours of life for 500 kW electric propulsion
2005 Complete ground tests to verify megawatt class
power/propulsion system










"DOE current estimate for both NTP & NEP
































NUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION ROADMAP/SCHEDULE
$2,0 6.0 15.9 23.0 26.0 45.0 M _ocs Not Include CoFL NASA






















PROJECT WORK BREAKDOWN _;TRUCTURE
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
t PUBLICAWARENESS
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• RATIONALE FOR NASA DEVELOPMENT OF NTR PROPULSION
• NTR MISSION APPLICATIONS AND BENEFITS
LUNAR MISSION BENEFITS
MARS MISSION BENEFITS
• ROVER/NERVA PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• NTR TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
• TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES/APPROACHES FOR RESOLUTION
• "STATE-OF-THE-ART' ASSESSMENT
• TECHNOLOGY PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES










SOLID CORE NTR CONCEPT







NTR: A SPACEPROPULSIONDEVISEWHICHUSES HEAT FROMA NUCLEARFISSION REACTORTO
RAISETHE TEMPERATUREOF A PROPELLANT(LH2)ANDTHEN EXPANDSITTHROUGHA NOZZLE
TO PROVIDETHRUST.
WHY IS NTR PROPULSIONNECESSARY?
-SYNTHESISGROUP OBSERVATIONS-
• SAFETY TO CREW GREATLY ENHANCED
- SHORTER TRIP TIMES REDUCES RADIATION EXPOSURES AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESSES
- FEWER MOVING PARTS AND ELEMENTS INCREASE RELIABILITY,
REDUCE RISK
- WIDER LAUNCH WINDOWS LEAVING EARTH AND FOR MARS RETURN
- MORE OPPORTUNITIES TO GO TO MARS, ALL TWO YEAR INTERVALS
FEASIBLE
- LESS ASSEMBLY OF MARS SPACECRAFT NEEDED iN EARTH ORBIT
REDUCED MISSION COSTS
- MASS IN LOW EARTH ORBIT GREATLY REDUCED (ONE-THIRD TO
ONE-HALF) WITH A CORRESPONDING REDUCTION IN MISSION COSTS





• NTR TECHNOLOGYHASA WIDERANGEOF MISSIONAPPLICATIONS:PROBES,OTVs,CARGOAND
PILOTED VEHICLES
• "I_ GENERATION"NTR FLIGHTENGINE CAN SATISFY ENTIRE SPECTRUMOFSEI MISSIONS -
ADVANCEDDESIGNSDESIRABLEBUTNOTREQUIREDFORCURRENTMISSIONSOF INTEREST
LUNARTRANSFER VEHICLES MARS TRANSFER VEHICLES
• CARGO • CARGO
- SEP (MULTI - 100kWe - MWe CLASS]
- NEP (MW e CLASS, a> 15 kg/kWe)
. SC/N'rR (_;75 klbf"NERVA"CLASS)
- "DUALMODE" SC/NTR (< 75 klbf
& MULTI - 10kWe CLASS)
PILOTED
- SONTR (< 75 kJbr)
- "DUALMODE" SC/NTR (< 75 klbl
& MULTI - 10kWe CLASS)
COMMoN__ott /
SEP/NEP (> 5 MWe, a < 15kg/kWe)
SCtNTR (>7S kJbf)
"DUALMODE" SC/NTR (- 75 klbI
& 10'skWe-MWe)
PILOTED
- NEP/SEP (> 10 MWe, a < 10kg/kWe)
SC/NTR (> 75 klbl)
- "DUALMODE" SC/NTR (- 75 klbf-
250 klbf& - 10'skWe-MWe FOR EP)
COMBINED HIGH & LOW THRUST
CONCEPTS
"QUICK PILOTED TRIPS* (_ 1 YEAR)
SC/NTR (SPLIT/SPRINT MISSIONS)
- "DUALMODE" SC/NTR + MMWe EP
GC/NTR
"SUPER• NEP (10's MWe, a < 5 kg/kWe)
w
m
 ..¢F.AR PRO CT m



















RATIONALE FOR NASA DEVELOPMENT OF NTR PROPULSION
i
• THE ROVER/NERVA PROGRAMS ESTABLISHED A SIGNIFICANT DATA BASE ON SC/NTRs
- 1.4135INVESTMENTIN1960-1970TIMEFRAME EQUIVALENTTO >9.5 B$TODAY ill
-THE SC/NTR CONCEPT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY GROUND TESTED (TO TRL 6) AT THE
POWER AND THRUST LEVELS, AND HYDROGEN EXHAUST TEMPERATURES/EQUIVALENT
SPECIFIC IMPULSES SUFFICIENT TO PERFORM A 434 DAY 2016 MARS MISSION IN "REUSE"
MODE I.e., WITH PROPULSIVE RETURN OF ENTIRE VEHICLE TO LEO
-A STATE-OF-THE-ART GRAPHITE CORE NTR (AT 1000 psi, ¢ = 500:1) OPERATING AT 2360 W850 s HAS






• NTR CAN PROVIDE REDUCTIONS IN TRANSIT TIMES ACROSS THE 15 YEAR CYCLE.
MAGNITUDE WILL DEPEND ON TRAJECTORY TYPE, PARTICULAR OPPORTUNITY, MISSION
MODE, AND IN-PLACE INFRASTRUCTURE II
-WITH MODEST TECHNOLOGY ADVANCES BEYOND '72 VINTAGE NERVA (COMPOSITE FUEL
DELIVERING 925 s), A 1 YEAR ROUND-TRIP MARS MISSION (2016) IS POSSIBLE, IN SPLIT/SPRINT MODE,
WITH ACCEPTABLE TOTAL IMLEO (<1000 t) FOR BOTH PILOTED AND CARGO VEHICLES
1
a
• NTR TECHNOLOGY OFFERS POTENTIAL FOR SIGNIFICANT EVOLUTIONARY GROWTH






























J LUNAR NTR APPLICATIONS ]
=
_.. PR 12-g
WHY NTR FOR LUNAR MISSIONS?
• Potential Performance Benefits
- High Isp and T/We allows both piloted and cargo missions
- Enables single stage, fully reusable lunar transfer vehicle
- Enables more demanding mission profiles (e.g., "courier" and
polar orbit missions with significant plane change)
- Reduces IMLEO/fewer Earth to orbit launches
• Early Operations Experience
- NTR vehicle assembly
Refueling, rendezvous, and docking in radiation environment
• Disposal of "end-of-life" engines
• Technology Test Bed and "Dress Rehearsal" for Mars
Interplanetary mission "in miniature" requiring major
impulsive maneuvers and multiple engine restarts
Reduced performance requirements: &V, flight time/thrust time
Operations In "nearby" space environment
"Free Return" trajectory available without penalty
J






























































J MARS NTR APPLICATIONS I
J








Nuclear Thermal. ropulsion Vehicle
Opposition/Swingby Mission Mass Statement
ADV. NTR: lap • 1050 •
TlWe.e • 29.0
lap • 0'_ • (SOOR_:MS_I
T/W_ • 4.0
2016 ol_osition with Venus swingby 434 day mission time
Element NERVA * Advanced NTR
Crew or 4, 30-day stay;
Inbound Venus swlngby;
Elliptic parking orbit
at Mars, 250 km x 24 hrs;
Apsidal rotation
I)enally optimized;
25 I. surface cargo;
925 lsp;
Reusable relurn
dcsc aemlnlm 7000 7000
I_gBVmccat mlW 22464 22464
MEV descentstage 18659 18659
MEV _ 73118 73118
MTV new Imbmodule 'dr/' 28531 28531
MTV c_sumable, & lel_y 5408 5408
!ooo iouo
MTV crew/mldt,M _estt,m JM 34939 M939
MTV frame, smuts& RCS Into i,I 4808 4808
Reactoc/engineweight 9684 171_1
Radiation shadow shield weight 4500 4500
EOC propellant(dVm 1799 m/s) 17598 13075
llan! (dV- 4230 m/s) 61951 44301
tank wt (I) 13358 1O501
MOC propdlam (dV- 2930 m/s) 101810 75163






















THRUST/WEIGHT AND ISP VARIATIONS
MULTI PERIGEE EARTH ESCAPE BURN
RELATIVE IMLEO (% CHIAB)
40
0 6 10 1$
OPTIMfJM THRUST (WITHIN _5 KL.)
4.5 MTiSHEILDING HELD CONSTANT
_ENTRPROPULSIVEAT IMARS-I
CCV RETURN;ONLY I |
















• TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGESAND NEEDS



































"' LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
ROVER/NERVA PROGRAM
SUMMARY
20 REACTORS DESIGNED, BUILT, AND TESTED BETWEEN 1955 AND 1973 AT A COST OF











-1100 (NRX SERIES) - 4100 (PHOEBUS -2A)




62 MINUTES AT 1125 MWt (SINGLE BURN)
109 MINUTES ACCUMULATED (4 TESTS) AT 44 MWt
28 AUTO START-UPS/SHUTDOWNS WITH XE





-10 HOURS (DEMONSTRATED IN ELECTRIC FURNACE
TESTS AT WESTINGHOUSE)




















J N/ ,A LEWISRESEARC.CENTER
RELATIVE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FOR 75klb!
CLASS SC/NTR SYSTEMS
B_ _Z2_.N__EB.V_ NERVA DERIVATIVES
ENGINE CYCLE HOT BLEED/ TOPPING (EXPANDER) HOT BLEED
TOPPING
FUEL FORM GRAPHITE GRAPHITE COMPOSITE CARBIDE UC2/ZrC KERNEL
EXHAUST TEMP. (K) 2,350-2,.500 2,500 2,700 3,100 3,200
CHAMBER PRESS. 450 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
(psi,,)
NOZZLE EXP. RATIO 100:1 500:1 500:1 500:1 100:1
SPECIFIC IMPULSE (s) 8"25-850/ 885 925 1,020 971
M5-870
ENGINE WEIGHT+÷(kg) 11,250 8,000 8,816 9,313 1702
ENGINE THRUST/ 3.0 4.3 3.9 3.7 20
WEIGHT (W/INT. SHIELD)
TECHNOLOGY 6" 5" 4-5" 3-4" 2"
READINESS LEVEL**
• PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS/TECHNOLOGY MATURITY ESTIMATES PRESENTED AT THE N'rP
WORKSHOP HELD AT NASA/LeRC, JULY 10-12, 1990
++ W/O EXTERNAL DISK SHIELD
*' TRL = 6 (PRELUDE TO FLIGHT CONCEPT), TRL = 2 (CONCEPT FORMULATION)
NOTE: THRUST-TO-WEIGHT RATIOS FOR NERVA/NDR SYSTEMS - 5-6 AT 250 klbf LEVEL
I UI T:._I I .......
NON-NUCLEAR ENGINE COMPONENTS - PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
-SSME vs. 72 NERVA vs. "STATE-OF-THE-ART' CQMPOSITE NTR-
• HYDROGEN TURBOPUMPS: AN EXTENSIVE DATABASE DEVELOPED SINCE NERVA SHOULD
ALLOW SIGNIFICANT REDUCTIONS IN WEIGHT, INCREASES IN RELIABILITY AND REDUCED
DEVELOPMENT TIME FOR NTR APPLICATIONS
- SSME: 72.6 KG/S @ 7040 PSi, 350 KG TOTAL MASS
- NERVA: ~ 40 KCVS@ 1360 PSI, 243 KG TOTAL MASS
- "SOTA" NTR: ~ 37 KG/S @ 1627 PSI, 304 KG TOTAL MASS
• NOZZLE DESIGN AND COOLING: TYPICAL NOZZLE DESIGNS NOW CAPABLE OF - 98%
THEORETICAL EFFICIENCY WITH PERFORMANCE SIGNIFICANTLY GREATER THAN THAT USEr
ON NERVA
- SSME: T. - 3116°K, Pc ~ 3150 PSI, HEAT FLUX CAPABILITY - 16.4 KW/CM =
(HYDROGEN REGENERATIVE COOLING), NOZZLE MASS ~ 600 KG
-NERVA: T., - 2350-2500°K, Pc -450 PSi, HEAT FLUX CAPABILITY - 4.1 KW/CM =,
NOZZLE MASS - 1050 KG (UNCOOLED GRAPHITE EXTENSION FROM
- 25:1 TO 100:1)
- "SOTA" NTR: T. ~ 2500-3100"K, Pc - 1000 PSI, HEAT FLUX CAPABILITY - 6.5 KW/CM =,
NOZZLE MASS - 440 KG (UNCOOLED CARBON/CARBON EXTENSION































Io TECHNOLOGY NEEDS: TO DEVELOP THE TECHNOLOGIES
NECESSARY FOR FLIGHT QUALIFIED NUCLEAR THERMAL
PROPULSION SYSTEMS TO SUPPORT SEI MISSIONS
TARGETS: • HIGH PERFORMANCE (HIGH Tex AND Isp)
- REDUCED IMLEO (LESS PROPELLANT REQUIRED)
HIGHER PAYLOADS /
REDUCED TRANSIT TIMES _ f°rgi_nn Ioadin
MISSION FLEXIBILITY -j p pe t g
• SAFE, RELIABLE OPERATIONS
- AUTONOMOUS ROBOTIC OPERATIONS
- MAN-RATED SYSTEMS
- IMPROVED RETURN-TO-EARTH OPTIONS
• RADIATION-HARDENED EQUIPMENT
- ELECTRONICS
- TURBOPUMPS, VALVES, ...
- NOZZLES
- SHIELDING
• FULL SYSTEM GROUND TESTING







SCHEMATIC OF TEST CELL SHOWING SYSTEMS FOR REMOVING
SOLUBLE RSSION PRODUCTS, PARTICULATES, AND
NOBLE GAS FROM THE ENGINE EXHAUST
SOURCE: INEL
PR12-15
N_A LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
ELEMENT: NUCLEAR THERMAL PRQPULSION
II. TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES/APPROACHES
CHALLENGE APPROACH
• HIGH TEMPERATURE REACTOR FUELS
• HIGH PERFORMANCE NOZZLES
• IMPROVED TURBOPUMPS
• IMPROVED REACTOR HEAT TRANSFER








FULL ENGINE SYSTEM TESTING
REGENERATIVELY-COOLED SECTION
DESIGN/TEST









FULL ENGINE SYSTEM TESTS
INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROLS
DEVELOPMENT/TESTS
FULL ENGINE SYSTEM TESTS
ELEMENT: NUCLEAR THERMAL PROPULSION
III. "STATE-OF-THE-ART" ASSESSMENT
• REACTOR FUELS:
- FULL SYSTEM TESTING TO 2500°K (850 SEC I.,) FOR FULL
OPERATING LIFE AND MULTIPLE CYCLES WAS COMPLETED IN
NERV/VROVER PROGRAM (CIRCA 1970)
- COMPOSITE FUEL (2500-2900°K) TESTED IN NUCLEAR FURNACE TO
2450°K (2750"K FOR 10 HRS/60 CYCLES IN ELECTRIC FURNACE
TESTS - CIRCA 1972)
- BINARY CARBIDE FUEL (L:x:J00-3300°K)TESTED IN NUCLEAR
FURNACE TO 2450°K, FURTHER TESTS/FUEL ELEMENT DESIGN
WORK REQUIRED
- TERNARY CARBIDE FUEL (3300-3500°K) HAVE BEEN PROPOSED
BUT NOT VERIFIED
NOZZLES:
NOZZLE TECHNOLOGY HAS IMPROVED SIGNIFICANTLY COMPARED
TO NERVA DESIGNS (EG, SSME CAN ACCOMMODATE EXHAUST
TEMPS >3100°K AND NOZZLE HEAT FLUXES 4 TIMES GREATER
THAN IN NERVA)
UNCOOLED CARBON COMPOSITE NOZZLE SKIRTS ARE USED ON
SMALLER NOZZLE APPLICATIONS MUCH ENGINEERING/
VALIDATION IS REQUIRED FOR SIZES PROPOSED
• TURBOPUMPS:
3000-7000 PSI SSME TURBOPUMP REPRESENT THE SOA FOR
TURBOPUMP TECHNOLOGY COMPOSITE ROTOR COMPONENTS


































J N/ A .EW. CE.TE.
ELEMENT: NUCLEAR THERMAL PROPULSION






• TURBOPUMPS: HIGH PRESSURES
(-500-1000 ATMS) REQUIRED FOR CRITI-
CALITY WILL REQUIRE TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCES BEYOND SSME
• MATERIALS: LIGHTWEIGHT, HIGH
STRENGTH PRESSURE VESSEL
MATERIALS TO IMPROVE ENGINE
THRUST-TO-WEIGHT PERFORMANCE
• NOZZLES: TRANSPIRATION-COOLED
NOZZLE DESIGNS TO ENABLE HIGH-ISP
OPERATION
• LIGHTWEIGHT, HIGH TEMPERATURE RA-
DIATORS TO ALLOW HIGH ISP OPERA-
TION AND IMPROVE ENGINE THRUST-
TO-WEIGHT
NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
SYNERGY WITH OTHER TECHNOLOGY AREAS
• CHEMICAL ROCKET SYSTEMS
EX: HYDROGEN TURBOPUMPS
REGENERATIVELY-COOLED NOZZLES
• LIGHTWEIGHT, HIGH STRENGTH CRYOGENIC TANKS
EX: AL/LI, COMPOSITE MATERIALS
• CRYO FLUID SYSTEMS






• "SLUSH HYDROGEN" TECHNOLOGY BEING PURSUED IN NASP
PROGRAM CAN IMPROVE PERFORMANCE BY REDUCING TANK
VOLUME AND MASS
• "DUAL MODE" NTR OPERATION - LOW LEVEL POWER PRODUCTION
(~ 50 kWe) FOR REFRIGERATION MAY LEAD TO MORE "ROBUST" NTR
VEHICLE
PR12-17 _j, _




- Nuclear Propulsion Enables and/or Enhances Space Exploration Missions
Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP)
Enables: Robotic Science Missions
Enhances: Lunar & Mars Cargo, & Mars
Piloted Space Exploration
• USER COORDINATION:
- Exploration Studies Identify Nuclear Propulsion as a Key Technology
- OAET/RZ - Provide Performance Predictions for NASA Studies
- OSSA Study on NEP for Robotic Science Missions
- DOE, DoD & NASA Included on Steering Committee (also Astronaut Office)
• TECHNICAL REVIEWS:
- Interagency Design Review Teams Will Periodically Review Technical Progress
• OVERALL TECHNICAL AND PROGRAMMATIC STATUS:
° High Priority Technology Areas Identified (some efforts initiated)
- Budget Deliberations Continue
- Single Multi Agency Plan Defined for FY92 Implementation
• MAJOR TECHNICAL/PROGRAMMATIC ISSUES:
- Agency/Department Roles
- Funding to Initiate Technical Efforts
- Projected Budget Does Not Support Schedules
Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (NTP)
Mars Piloted
Lunar & Mars Cargo, Lunar Piloted &
Robotic Science Space Exploration
NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
SUPPLEMENTAL
INFORMATION



























N/ A LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
NUCLEAR THERMAL PROPULSION WORKSHOP RESULTR
• 17 NTR CONCEPTS WERE PRESENTED FOR EVALUATION AT THE NTP WORKSHOP SPONSORED
BY LeRC_NASA HEADQUARTERS (JULY 10-12,1990)




• NERVA - LIQUID ANNULAR
- NERVA-DERNATIVE CORE REACTOR
- PARTICLE BED - DROPLET CORE
- PELLET BED REACTOR
• CERMET REACTOR















• DUAL MODE NTR
- NIMF
N/LSA
8PAC= EX_.ORA_ON _T_E OFFQCE
• LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
=
;,,,..-
SOLID CORE NTR CONCEPT_;
• ROVER/NERVA
PARTICLES OF COATED URANIUMCARBIDE (UC2) ARE DISPERSED IN A
GRAPHITE MATRIX WITH HEXAGONALLY SHAPED FUEL ELEMENTS PRODUCED
USING AN EXTRUSION PROCESS. GRAPHITE FUNCTIONS AS BOTH HEAT
EXCHANGER AND MODERATOR.
ELEMENTS HAVE 19 AXIAL COOLANT CHANNELS COATED WITH CARBIDES OF
NIOBIUM (NbC) OR ZIRCONIUM (ZrC) TO PREVENT HYDROGEN/GRAPHITE
REACTION
FUEL ELEMENTS CLUSTERED TOGETHER TO FORM A GRAPHITE CORE WITH
EACH ELEMENT PRODUCING - 1 TO 1.25 MWt. SIX ELEMENT CLUSTERS WERE
SUPPORTED BY AN UNFUELED TIE ROD/TUBE TUBE ELEMENT.
HIGHER TEMPERATURE "COMPOSITE" AND "CARBIDE" FUEL ELEMENT
DESIGNS TESTED IN THE NUCLEAR FURNACE TEST BED REACTOR NEAR THE
PROGRAM END
SIP 11 F.X@Q.O_O_ al_T_TUVE OFFOCCr
PR12-19
NASA tEW,S RESEARCH CENTER
CUT-AWAY AND SCHEMATIC FLOW DESCRIPTION
OF THE NERVA BASELINE ENGINE
_fF_;;,I; L---FtlO SYSTEM
Ji_,_T at EXTERNAL
_r __ I;, 0NTERNAL
]_ SHWLO














J N/ SA '" LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
SOLID CORE NTR CONCEPTS (CONTINUED)
• NERVA DERIVATIVE REACTOR (NDR)
MIXTURE OF UC-ZrC IS BLENDED IN GRAPHITE SUBSTRA'rE TO FORM A
COMPOSITE MATRIX WITH POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED TEMPERATURE
OPERATION (~2700K)
INCORPORATION OF ADDITIONAL ZIRCONIUM HYDRIDE ('ZrHx) MODERATOR IN
"2 PASS" REGENERATIVELY COOLED TIE TUBES REDUCES CRITICAL MASS
REQUIREMENT
ENERGY EXTRACTED FROM TIE TUBES CAN BE USED TO HEAT TURBINE DRIVE
GASES IN AN EXPANDER CYCLE, REDUCE COOLDOWN PROPELLANT
REQUIREMENTS, AND GENERATE ELECTRICAL POWER IN A "DUAL MODE"
SYSTEM


































NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
SOLID CORE NTR CONCEPTS
PARTICLE BED REACTOR (PBR)
- COMPACT HIGH POWER DENSITY CONCEPT PROPOSED BY BROOKHAVEN
NATIONAL LABORATORY (BNL)
UTILIZES DIRECT COOLING OF SMALL (500-700 I_m DIAMETER) COATED
PARTICULATE FUEL (CPF) BY THE HYDROGEN PROPELLANT
THE CPF IS PACKED BETWEEN TWO CONCENTRIC POROUS CYLINDERS,
CALLED "FRITS" WHICH CONFINE THE PARTICLES, BUT ALLOW COOLANT
PENETRATION.
ANNULAR FUEL ELEMENTS ARE ARRAYED IN CYLINDRICAL MODERATOR
BLOCK TO FORM PBR CORE
- COOLANT FLOW IS RADIALLY INWARD, THROUGH THE PACKED BED AND
AXIALLY OUT THE INNER ANNULAR CHANNEL
HIGH HEAT TRANSFER SURFACE AREA AND BED POWER DENSITIES OFFER
POTENTIAL FOR SMALL, LOW MASS NTR SYSTEMS WITH HIGH THRUST-TO-
WEIGHT CAPABILITY
, S_ E E=_rLOR&YOON MOlt'O_TOV_ OiF_FoOr •
PR12-21
SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF "
A PARTICLE BED REACTOR BASED ROCKET CONCEPT.
• *
FJ_J,JPJLI_flC],_ & MODERATORBLOCK _ 1_1_
i
\-_,m _ BJFJl]TII q_I_lt]IPlPI_IP
I_ NIII illtlrl I_




_ NBSA' '"' LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
SOLID CORE NTR CONCEPTS
• CERMET REACTOR
- TECHNOLOGY INVESTIGATED/DEVELOPED BY GE/ANL DURING 1960'S FOR THE ROVER
PROJECT AND THE AIRCRAFT NUCLEAR PROPULSION ROGRAM
- FUEL IS 60% U02/40% TUNGSTEN, HIGHLY ENRICHED IN A FAST REACTOR
CONFIGURATION/-163 HEX-SHAPED FUEL ELEMENTS
- FUEL ELEMENT IS CLAD WlTH TUNGSTEN-RHENIUM PROVIDING RETENTION OF FISSION
PRODUCT GASES
- FUEL SPECIMEN TESTS CONDUCTED UP TO -2800 K
- SPECIFIC IMPULSE: 832 s WITH CAPABILITY IN THE 800-900 $ RANGE

















mNASA - l ev//s Rese, frch Center
CERMET FUEL REACTOR
.
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NUCLEAR PROPULSION PROJECT -
w
Lunar In-Space Transportation
(Apollo Mission Profile - Expendable)
• TrimsLunarInjection _/-S- Stare Scparadon
•s,,.,-J,t,' _V©hiclc . " %
" • B,,ilisdc • i




Ear:h Surface _ Lunar $urj'act
1382
_ PR12-23
Lunar In-Space ] ransportatton














N/ A LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
Lunar In-Space Transportation



















































































0.5 g - 0.7 g
(begin-end EOC)
23.4
• S-IVB STAGE PRIOR TO TU W/44.7 ! PAYLOAD - CSM, LEM AND 3 CREW
+ SERVICE MODULE PROPULSION SYSTEM
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NOT DmAWN TO SCALE
_J_A LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
NEP TECHNOLOGIES FOR SEI
• Power Systems
Reactors
Power Conversion - Static, Dynamic
Heat Rejection - Heat Pipes
Power Management and Distribution
• Propulsion Systems





















mNUCLEAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION MISSION
ADVANTAGES
• Progressive Technology Development Paths
Evolutionary Development to Meet a Wide Range of
Missions
Commonality with Surface Power Technology
• Low Propellant Requirements
Low Vehicle Mass
Small Resupply Mass
• Reduced Interplanetary Trip Times
• Tolerant of Mission Variations
Changes in Payload
Broad Launch Windows








Specific Impulse (Isp): Determines Propellant Mass
Power Level (Pc): Affects Trip Time
System Specific Mass ((x): Determines Trip Time Limits




ENABLING PARAMETER _IEP CAPABILITIES
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Earth Orbit => Interplanetary Robotic => Lunar Cargo => Mars Cargo,
Piloted
Ultimate Goal: Mars Piloted Mission in 2016 - 2019 Time Frame
Address both Integrated System Design and Subsystem Technologies
Ground Testing of Subsystems, some Integrated Assemblies














































TRL 6 by 2006
Propulsion
Thrusters Ion MPD
Isp(s) 2000 - 9000 1000- 5000
11 .7 - .8 .3
Pe (MWe) .01 - .03 .01 - .5
Lifetime(h) 10000 ?
Ion MPD
2000 - 9000 1000 - 7000
.7 - .8 >.5
1-2 1-5
10000 >= 2000
Power Management and Distribution 0PMAD)
13~ 0.90
4 kg/kWe
400 K Rejection Temp.
1] ~ 0.95
<= 2.5 kg/kWe
700 K Rejection Temp.
NASA I LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
ASSOCIATED ..NEP TECHNOLOGY EFFOR,.TS
Space Nuclear Power
DOE MMWe Program - 10's - 100's MWe in Earth Orbit
DoD/DOE/NASA SP-100 Program - 100 kWe, TRL 6 in 1999 - 2001
Electric Propulsion
NASA OAET Base R&T in Electric Propulsion - Resistojet, Arcjet, Ion, MPD
Thrusters
Air Force Electric Propulsion Program - Arcjet, MPD Thrusters, SEP Flight
Tests
International- USSR (MPD, Closed Drift Hall Thrusters)
Japan (Ion, MPD Thrusters)
























REPRESENTATIVE MARS NEP SYSTEM
POWER (10 MWe'_:
UN Fuel Pin, Li Cooled Reactor (SP-100 Technology)
1350 K Reactor Outlet Temperature
K-Rankine Power Conversion System
K Heat Pipe Radiator (5.5 kg/m 2)
Man-Rated Shadow Shield - 5 Rem/year 100 m from Shield,
40 m Diameter Dose Plane
10 Year Lifetime
5000 V DC Shielded Coaxial Transmission Line




5000 - 9000 s Isp
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EXAMPLE 1.25 MWe ARGON ION ENGINE DESIGN
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PROJECTED ARGON ION THRUSTER
PERFORMANCE
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EXAMPLE 2.5 MWe HYDROGEN MPD THRUSTER DESIGN ]1
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NEP SUBSYSTEM TRADE SPACE
Power
Conversion Radiator PMAD Thruster




Rankine Metal HP SiC Pulsed Inductive
(PIT)
Adv. Brayton Carbon AC
Composite HP Electron Cyclotron
Thermionic DC Resonance (ECR)
Ceramic




























Low a - reduced radiator mass
Low a - compact reactor design
Power Conversion
High Temperature Materials Low a - reduced radiator mass
High Temperature Electronics
Efficient Electronics
Power Ma,,nl_gement and Distribution (PMAD)
High Power Electronics Enabling - Reliability
Radiation Resistant Electronics Enabling - Reliability
Low a - reduced PMAD radiator
mass
Low a, Pe - reduced PMAD
radiator mass ; lower power
source requirements
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Enabling - System reliability,
simplicity
Improved vehicle mass, trip time;
























• Mission - System Requirement Guidelines
• Robotic Probe Missions
• NEP Lunar Cargo Assessment
- 10 k_/kWe System compared to Chem Aerobrake over 5 year cargo
miss;on cycle
• Sensitivity of Mars Mission to (x
- a values range from 7 to 15 kg/kWe
- Power, Isp optimized
- Lines are optimum performance for each a
• Sensitivity of Mars Mission to Power, Isp
- Constant a of ~ 10 kg/kWe
- Performance insensitive to Isp above 5000 seconds
- Dashed line is optimum performance "envelope •




Total Thruster Operating Thruster
Power Power Time Time
I_Y._ IM_W__ lxl £v_l




0.1 - 1 0.01 - 0.05 10-12 6 . 10
0.5 . 5 0.1 - 1 3 -1 0 1 - 2
2 - 10 0.5.2 5 - 10 2 - 3
5 - 20* 1 - 5 5 - 10 1 - 2
10.60" 5-I0 3-10 1-2
Need
lsp _ a Date
2000 >50 10 - 30 1990-
-80O0 2OO5
5000 >50 30-50 1990-
-10000 2005
3000 >50 10 - 20 2005-
-10000
5000 >50 10 - 20 2010-
-10000
5000 >50 10-20 2014-
-10000
6000 >50 1-5 2016-
-10000
'Total Power Includes Option for Multiple Propulsion Modules
JPL ROBOTIC SCIENCE MISSIONS

































_J_,_A ' LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
NEP Lunar Cargo Mission
• Cargo missions: minimize propellant mass by allowing
trip time to vary
• Groundrules
- Total mass required for 5 year mission
- 58 MT (LEV and cargo) to LLO per year
- Compare to 90-day study Chem/AB vehicle
• NEP vehicle
- One mission to Moon and back per year
- Return to LEO empty for refurbishment and resupply






Vary Isp to obtain trip time








_A I LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
NEP Lunar Cargo Vehicle Mission
Performance
"Optimized" Case: Specific
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"Modular" Case: Fixed 5
MWe power, varying specific
impulse
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PILOTED FUGHT TIME (days)
_T II III
NEP PERFORMANCE FOR 2018 OPPOSITION-CLASS MISSION
COMPARISON OF POWER EYETEMS WITH KIN THRUSTERS
14 day,, BETWEEN MARS ARRIVAl/DEPARTURE (STAY TIME b N days)
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TANKE JETTISONED
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Earth Terminal • 401' km Ckra Orbit
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PILOTED FUOHT TIlME (cblye)
HEP PERFORMAHCEFOR 201G OPPOSITIOH-CLASS MISSION
GROWTH EP-100 REACTOR WITH ION THRUSTERS






























• Scaling of Growth SP-100 System over range of powers
- Scaling up to 10 - 20 MWe studied by GE for LeRC
- Little economy of scale beyond 10 MWe; radiator mass dominates
• Range of Power Systems Presented at NEP Workshop
• Range of Thruster Systems Presented at NEP Workshop
w
N/LRA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
Growth SP-IO0 Manned NEP Power Systems
(1500 K Turbine Inlet, 10 yr life, Man.Rated, 2+2 PCU Redundancy)
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Power Level (MWe)
POWER/RE, ACTOR CONCEPTS








































Electron Cyclotron Resonance Engine
Ion Cyclotron Resonance Engine
NEPTUNE 0tigh Power MPD Thruster)
Variable Isp Plasma Rocket
Pulsed Electromagnetic
Pulsed Inductive Thrus_r
Pulsed Electrothermal Thruster
Deflagration Thruster
Pulsed Plasmoid Thruster
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